Certificate II in Automotive Mechanical
(AUR20705)

Thirteen Units of Competency are required to achieve this qualification:

AURC270103A – Apply safe working practices [C]
AURT271781A – Implement and monitor environmental regulations in the automotive mechanical industry [E]
AURT201170A – Inspect and service engines [E]
AURT202170A – Inspect and servicing cooling systems [E]
AURT203170A - Service petrol fuel systems [E]
AURT210170A – Inspect and service braking systems [E]
AURT270278A – Use and maintain workplace tools and equipment [E]
AURT200108A – Carry out servicing operations [E]
AURE218676A – Test, service and charge batteries [E]
AURE218670A – Service, maintain and replace batteries [E]
AURT200368A – Select and use bearings, seals, gasket, sealants and adhesives [E]
AURT201164A – Remove and install engine assemblies [E]
AURC270688A – Work effectively with others [E]

This qualification will enable you to

Gain practical skills and knowledge in:

- Following safe work practices
- Servicing vehicle engine and systems
- Using and maintaining workplace equipment
- Working in a team environment showing commitment and cooperation
- Testing, servicing and replacement of batteries

This qualification will provide you with basic employment skills and is a stepping-stone for higher level courses. Benefit from gaining an industry recognized qualification as well as a General WACE course.

Duration: Two semesters. Delivered as an integral part of the course, Automotive Engineering and Technology.
Cost: Incorporated into course fees.
Nominal Hours: 262
Pre-requisite: None